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The Oxford Group and Alcohols Anonymous
2011-09-18

the definitive work on frank buchman s oxford group and its links to
alcoholics anonymous in new york and akron the 28 spiritual oxford group
principles that impacted on a a are for the first time laid out for all
to compare with a a

Good, Better, Best Wines, 2nd Edition 2018-11-13

drink up this snobbery free guide to quickly finding which wines are
worth your money buying a popular wine should be simple not pretentious
and expensive in this completely revised second edition wine expert
carolyn evans hammond compares the bestselling wines in north america by
price up to 15 in many wine styles including chardonnay pinot grigio
sauvignon blanc cabernet sauvignon merlot and pinot noir the listings
reveal the distinct smell flavor and texture for each wine as well as the
alcohol content by volume to help you choose the right wine for you
whether you re rushing to find the right wine for a summertime backyard
bbq new year s eve celebration or a dinner party or you re planning the
wine choices for an upcoming wedding or other fancy soirée this book
gives you everything you need to know to make the perfect selection every
bottle or box of wine is shown in vivid color and because this guide is
also small enough to pop in your pocket and take with you anywhere you
can easily find the wines that suit whatever occasion calls for wine in
this way this book can also help you look like a wine expert at any event
you host you ll never make a bad wine choice again and you ll never spend
more than you want all thanks to this guide and carolyn s extraordinary
wine knowledge they re big they re out there but they re not all the same
this book cuts a sure course through the ocean of popular wines carolyn s
enthusiasm and stylistic panache tells you what you need to know and fast
andrew jefford columnist for decanter and chairman of the 2018 decanter
world wine awards

Jane Austen's Lost Letters 2021-12-14

jane k cleland returns with jane austen s lost letters the fourteenth
installment in the beloved josie prescott antiques series set on the
rugged new hampshire coast antiques appraiser josie prescott is in the
midst of filming a segment for her new television show josie s antiques
when the assistant director interrupts to let her know she has a visitor
josie reluctantly pauses production and goes outside where she finds an
elegant older woman waiting to see her veronica sutton introduces herself
as an old friend of josie s father who had died twenty years earlier
veronica seems fidgety and after only a few minutes hands josie a brown
paper wrapped package about the size of a shoebox and leaves mystified
josie opens the package and gasps when she sees what s inside a notecard
bearing her name in her father s handwriting and a green leather box
inside the box are two letters in transparent plastic sleeves the first
bears the salutation my dear cassandra the latter dearest fanny both are
signed jane austen could her father have really accidentally found two
previously unknown letters by one of the world s most beloved authors
jane austen reeling josie tries to track down veronica but the woman has
vanished without a trace josie sets off on the quest of a lifetime to
learn what veronica knows about her father and to discover whether the
jane austen letters are real as she draws close to the truth she finds
herself in danger and learns that some people will do anything to keep a
secret even kill

Enjoy Your Symptom! 2001-03-28

the title is just the first of many startling asides observations and
insights that fill this guide to hollywood on the lacanian psychoanalyst
s couch a thrilling guide to cinema and psychoanalysis from the last
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giant of cultural theory in the twenty first century

Pioneer Stories in Alcoholics Anonymous
2012-12-20

pioneer stories in alcoholics anonymous god s role in recovery confirmed
by dick b and ken b presents many quotations from the 29 personal stories
included in the first edition of alcoholics anonymous those stories by
many of a a s pioneers testify to roles played by god his son jesus
christ and the bible in early a a s astonishing successes with medically
incurable alcoholics

How to Write Successful Business and Management
Essays 2017-01-13

a systematic guide to successfully producing written work for business
and management degrees the authors address the all too common pitfalls of
essay assignments as well as providing readers with a step by step
programme to approach essay questions both in coursework and exam
contexts new to the second edition relevance of writing skills to
employability highlighted throughout additional content on researching a
topic new content on adapting writing for different audiences new content
on academic writing tips addition of useful websites additional coverage
of plagiarism more on critical evaluation more on changing requirements
through different levels of study suitable for all business and
management students looking to improve their essay writing skills the
student success series are essential guides for students of all levels
from how to think critically and write great essays to planning your
dream career the student success series helps you study smarter and get
the best from your time at university visit the sage study skills hub for
tips and resources for study success

Research and Evaluation for Busy Students and
Practitioners 2017-04-26

even as the pace of research increases researchers do not exist in a
bubble brilliantly attuned to the demands placed on today s researchers
people who want to stay on top of their job and still have a life this
book considers how students academics and professionals alike can save
time and stress without compromising the quality of their work drawing on
interviews with researchers as well as the author s extensive experience
this fully revised second edition of helen kara s research and evaluation
for busy practitioners provides a wealth of practical advice on a range
of topics like using social media and the diversity of available
methodologies including action research arts based methods and digitally
mediated research comprehensive global in its scope and supportive this
second edition is also accompanied by a fully revised and updated
companion website policypress co uk resources kara research

Coaching Your Tennis Champion 2008

get a head start in developing young players with coaching your tennis
champion quickstart tennis the play format now used by the united states
tennis association for junior tennis players is explained with easy to
follow instructions tennis court diagrams and photographs make the most
of valuable court time with innovative tennis lesson plans created by a
respected tennis instructor exclusive day by day progressive lesson plans
covering 70 games and tennis drills the lessons are customised and
grouped for players ages 5 7 and ages 8 10 use a lesson as is or easily
adjust it for your players needs all activities are labelled with
approximate completion times to help you budget tennis teaching sessions
lesson games and drills focus on motor skills strokes game rules and
point play plus 30 additional games and drills to enliven your lessons
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and keep your students coming back big time saver for teaching
professionals fun know how for volunteer coaches and parents

Basic Confocal Microscopy 2018-10-30

basic confocal microscopy second edition builds on the successful first
edition by keeping the same format and reflecting relevant changes and
recent developments in this still burgeoning field this format is based
on the confocal microscopy workshop that has been taught by several of
the authors for nearly 20 years and remains a popular workshop for
gaining basic skills in confocal microscopy while much of the information
concerning fluorescence and confocal microscopy that made the first
edition a success has not changed in the six years since the book was
first published confocal imaging is an evolving field and recent advances
in detector technology operating software tissue preparation and clearing
image analysis and more have been updated to reflect this several of
these advances are now considered routine in many laboratories and others
such as super resolution techniques built on confocal technology are
becoming widely available

Business America 1995

fuller s insightful book provides addicts counselors and laypeople with
deeper insight into the already complicated lives of addicts whose
selfish brains produce the erratic behaviors that cannot be turned off
with demands threats or pleadings motivation

The Baby King Must Die! 2007-12

1 new york times bestselling author sherryl woods returns with two
enthralling tales of the calamity janes fierce friends facing challenges
in life and love to catch a thief gina petrillo thought she was on the
run from her troubles but they followed her home to winding river wyoming
city slicker lawyer rafe o donnell is in hot pursuit of gina and he doesn
t intend to let his suspect out of his sight even though gina s
mouthwatering kisses are irresistible and while rafe is out to catch a
thief she just might steal his heart the calamity janes struggling with
single motherhood and career pressures denver attorney emma rogers comes
home for a reunion with the calamity janes in desperate need of their
support can they and her young daughter possibly be right that sexy
journalist ford hamilton the biggest thorn in her side is actually the
answer to her prayers

Report 1906

what grammarians say should be has perhaps less influence on what shall
be than even the more modest of them realize no book had more influence
on twentieth century attitudes to the english language in britain than
henry fowler s dictionary of modern english usage it rapidly became the
standard work of reference for the correct use of english in terms of
choice of words grammar and style much loved for his firm opinions
passion and dry humour fowler has stood the test of time and is still
considered the best arbiter of good practice in this new edition of the
original dictionary david crystal goes beyond the popular mythology
surrounding fowler s reputation to retrace his method and arrive at a
fresh evaluation of his place in the history of linguistic thought with a
wealth of entertaining examples he looks at fowler s stated principles
and the tensions between his prescriptive and descriptive temperaments he
shows that the dictionary does a great more than make normative
recommendations and express private opinion in addition he offers a
modern perspective on some 300 entries in which he shows how english has
changed since the 1920s about the series for over 100 years oxford world
s classics has made available the widest range of literature from around
the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to
scholarship providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other
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valuable features including expert introductions by leading authorities
helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for further
study and much more

Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers to the
Secretary of War for the Year ... 1906

this book provides an overview of the recent advances in representation
learning theory algorithms and applications for natural language
processing nlp ranging from word embeddings to pre trained language
models it is divided into four parts part i presents the representation
learning techniques for multiple language entries including words
sentences and documents as well as pre training techniques part ii then
introduces the related representation techniques to nlp including graphs
cross modal entries and robustness part iii then introduces the
representation techniques for the knowledge that are closely related to
nlp including entity based world knowledge sememe based linguistic
knowledge legal domain knowledge and biomedical domain knowledge lastly
part iv discusses the remaining challenges and future research directions
the theories and algorithms of representation learning presented can also
benefit other related domains such as machine learning social network
analysis semantic information retrieval data mining and computational
biology this book is intended for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students post doctoral fellows researchers lecturers and industrial
engineers as well as anyone interested in representation learning and
natural language processing as compared to the first edition the second
edition 1 provides a more detailed introduction to representation
learning in chapter 1 2 adds four new chapters to introduce pre trained
language models robust representation learning legal knowledge
representation learning and biomedical knowledge representation learning
3 updates recent advances in representation learning in all chapters and
4 corrects some errors in the first edition the new contents will be
approximately 50 compared to the first edition this is an open access
book

The Calamity Janes: Gina & Emma 2015-06-01

fully revised and updated throughout theorizing european integration 2nd
edition provides a comprehensive introduction to the theoretical study of
european integration combining perspectives from international relations
comparative politics and social and political theory dimitris n
chryssochoou offers a complete overview of the many competing approaches
that have sought to capture and explain the evolving political nature of
the european union eu and its qualitative transition from a union of
states to a polity in its own right contemporary issues themes and
theories addressed include the different uses and current state of eu
theorizing statecentric accounts of integration and their critics new
normative challenges to the study of the eu the political dynamics of
european treaty reform new forms of democracy citizenship and governance
the limits and possibilities of eu constitutionalism interdisciplinary
understandings of eu polityhood the introduction of a theory of organized
synarchy the transformations of state sovereignty in late modern europe

A Dictionary of Modern English Usage 2010-10-14

overview this diploma course covers all aspects you need to know to
become a successful data scientist content getting started with data
science data analytic thinking business problems and data science
solutions introduction to predictive modeling from correlation to
supervised segmentation fitting a model to data overfitting and its
avoidance similarity neighbors and clusters decision analytic thinking i
what is a good model visualizing model performance evidence and
probabilities representing and mining text decision analytic thinking ii
toward analytical engineering other data science tasks and techniques
data science and business strategy machine learning learning from data
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with your machine and much more duration 6 months assessment the
assessment will take place on the basis of one assignment at the end of
the course tell us when you feel ready to take the exam and we ll send
you the assignment questions study material the study material will be
provided in separate files by email download link

Representation Learning for Natural Language
Processing 2023-08-23

during the 1930s in the united states the works progress administration
developed the federal writers project to support writers and artists
while making a national effort to document the country s shared history
and culture the american guide series consists of individual guides to
each of the states little known authors many of whom would later become
celebrated literary figures were commissioned to write these important
books john steinbeck saul bellow zora neale hurston and ralph ellison are
among the more than 6 000 writers editors historians and researchers who
documented this celebration of local histories photographs drawings
driving tours detailed descriptions of towns and rich cultural details
exhibit each state s unique flavor the wpa guide to virgina documents the
vital role the old dominion played in the history of the first 150 years
of the united states and before it is packed with historical information
particularly from the colonial and revolutionary years and supplemented
with photos of historic buildings and sites also worth note are the
artistic photographs of the state s ordinary people and its natural
beauty including the shenandoah and chesapeake bay regions

Theorizing European Integration 2008-10-02

addie greyborne is preparing for the holidays at her bookstore in seaside
new england but a winter storm is coming in more ways than one addie s
getting into the spirit for the upcoming charity auction especially since
she s got an 1843 copy of charles dickens s a christmas carol to donate
her former colleagues at the boston public library have confirmed that
its worth runs toward the high five figures which should help with the
new pediatric wing her mood darkens though when a visitor from the past
appears jonathan hemingway the father of her late fiancé his presence
stirs up sad memories for addie but also has her fuming when jonathan
true to his womanizing ways runs off for a lunchtime liaison with teresa
lang who s in charge of the auction soon after addie heads to teresa s
office at the hospital and finds the poor woman s dead body what she
doesn t find is her valuable first edition what sort of scrooge would
steal from sick children and commit murder in the process as a nor easter
bears down and a mystery emerges about jonathan s past addie must find
out if she can appraise people s motives and characters as well as she
can appraise rare books

Data Scientist Diploma (master's level) - City
of London College of Economics - 6 months - 100%
online / self-paced 2013-10-31

this book is a fascinating in depth look at who bill w really was and how
from his own painful past and a strong bent for anonymity he emerged as a
powerful presence on the american scene on a cold night in february 1951
mel b set out from pontiac michigan to hear a talk by bill w cofounder of
alcoholics anonymous like many who had found strength and sobriety an a a
mel felt a great debt of gratitude to bill w as well as a deep curiosity
about the sort of man who had helped bring about such a vast personal and
social movement after nearly fifty years during which time life magazine
named bill w one of the century s most important americans mel b s search
for bill w culminates in this book a fascinating in depth look at who
bill w really was and how from his own painful past and a strong bent for
anonymity he emerged as a powerful presence on the american scene over
the years through interviews with bill w and with bill w s friends
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colleagues and family mel b discovered not just one bill w but seven the
power driving achiever the fixer the individualist the entrepreneur the
communicator the peacemaker and the founder statesman all of these facets
of bill w come together in this portrait of a remarkable man which is
also the story of his profound effect on not only the author but also
countless others caught up in the search for a better life

The WPA Guide to Virginia 2019-09-24

five women five dreams a lifetime of friendship revisit the beloved
stories of the calamity janes by 1 new york times bestseller sherryl
woods with stronger together originally published as the calamity janes
in 2001 stronger together struggling with single motherhood and career
pressures denver attorney emma rogers comes home for a reunion with the
calamity janes in desperate need of their support can they and her young
daughter possibly be right that sexy journalist ford hamilton the biggest
thorn in her side is actually the answer to her prayers

Murder in the First Edition 2012-04-27

essentials of forensic medicine and toxicology 1st edition

My Search for Bill W 2019-05-13

in the language of the heart trysh travis explores the rich cultural
history of alcoholics anonymous aa and its offshoots and the larger
recovery movement that has grown out of them moving from aa s beginnings
in the mid 1930s as a men s fellowship that met in church basements to
the thoroughly commercialized addiction treatment centers of today travis
chronicles the development of recovery and examines its relationship to
the broad american tradition of self help highlighting the roles that
gender mysticism and bibliotherapy have played in that development

Stronger Together 2009-09

records of north american whitetail deer is the definitive history book
of trophy whitetail deer in north america this greatly expanded fourth
edition features over 7 500 listings of whitetail deer from the boone and
crockett club s records program dating back to the late 1800s up through
december 31 2002 that s nearly double the entries from the previous
edition published just seven years ago over 35 new state and provincial
records geographic analysis of each state in the u s highlighting the top
trophy producing counties individual state and provincial lists of
typical and non typical whitetail and coues deer photos of all the state
provincial and mexican typical and non typical whitetail deer records
numerous field photos of trophy quality whitetail deer reproductions of
typical and non typical whitetail deer score charts with basic scoring
instructions

HSA Heritage Auctions Rare Books Auction Catalog
#6030 2019-02-15

provides the foundations and principles needed for addressing the various
challenges of developing smart cities smart cities are emerging as a
priority for research and development across the world they open up
significant opportunities in several areas such as economic growth health
wellness energy efficiency and transportation to promote the sustainable
development of cities this book provides the basics of smart cities and
it examines the possible future trends of this technology smart cities
foundations principles and applications provides a systems science
perspective in presenting the foundations and principles that span
multiple disciplines for the development of smart cities divided into
three parts foundations principles and applications smart cities
addresses the various challenges and opportunities of creating smart
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cities and all that they have to offer it also covers smart city theory
modeling and simulation and examines case studies of existing smart
cities from all around the world in addition the book addresses how to
develop a smart city and how to present the state of the art and practice
of them all over the world focuses on the foundations and principles
needed for advancing the science engineering and technology of smart
cities including system design system verification real time control and
adaptation internet of things and test beds covers applications of smart
cities as they relate to smart transportation connected vehicle cv and
intelligent transportation systems its for improved mobility safety and
environmental protection smart cities foundations principles and
applications is a welcome reference for the many researchers and
professionals working on the development of smart cities and smart city
related industries

Essentials of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology,
1st Edition 2010-01-01

this textbook presents a comprehensive treatment of the legal arrangement
of the corporation the instruments and institutions through which capital
can be raised the management of the flow of funds through the individual
firm and the methods of dividing the risks and returns among the various
contributors of funds now in its third edition the book covers a wide
range of topics in corporate finance from time series modeling and
regression analysis to multi factor risk models and the capital asset
pricing model guerard gultekin and saxena build significantly on the
first edition of the text but retain the core chapters on cornerstone
topics such as mergers and acquisitions regulatory environments
bankruptcy and various other foundational concepts of corporate finance
new to the third edition are examinations of apt portfolio selection and
time series modeling and forecasting through sas sca and oxmetrics
programming factset fundamental data templates this is intended to be a
graduate level textbook and could be used as a primary text in upper
level mba and financial engineering courses as well as a supplementary
text for graduate courses in financial data analysis and financial
investments

The Language of the Heart 2003

delve into the world of wwe with the most expansive all encompassing e
guide ever produced on sports entertainment get all the history facts and
stats on the superstars you love in the updated wwe encyclopedia of
sports entertainment this bumper new edition packs more than 1 100
superstars into more than 400 exciting pages making it the perfect
reference e guide for the wwe universe this expansive e guide features
the most controversial charismatic and revered superstars from all eras
and sports entertainment brands including the most popular superstars
such as bret hit man hart john cena becky lynch ronda rousey and the rock
this encyclopedia covers it all from the unbelievable championship wins
and thrilling bouts on smackdown raw and nxt to the royal rumble and the
grand spectacle of wrestlemania with stunning visuals and in depth
commentary the wwe encyclopedia 4th edition brings together the entire
wwe roster in one tremendous volume relive the history and excitement
with this massive ebook dedicated to the thrilling world of wwe tm 2020
wwe all rights reserved

Records of North American Whitetail Deer
2017-06-09

money games is a riveting tale of one of the most successful buyout deals
ever the acquisition and turnaround of what used to be korea s largest
bank by the american firm newbridge capital full of intrigue and suspense
this insider s account is told by the chief architect of the deal itself
the celebrated author and private equity investor weijian shan with
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billions of dollars at stake and the nation s economic future on the line
newbridge capital sought to become the first foreign firm in history to
take control of one of korea s most beloved financial institutions in a
proud country still reeling from a humiliating international monetary
fund bailout in the asian financial crisis newbridge capital had to
muster every ounce of skill determination and patience to bring the deal
to closing shan takes readers inside the battle to win control of the
bank a delicate often exasperating process that meant balancing the goals
of newbridge with those of the government bank employees and korea s
powerful industrial titans finally the author describes how newbridge
transformed and rebuilt the struggling bank into a shining example of
modern banking as well as a massively profitable investment in the secret
world of private equity few buyouts have been written about with such
clarity detail and insight and none with such completeness covering not
only the dealmaking but also the transformation and eventual exit of the
investment for anyone who has ever wondered how private equity investors
strike bargains turn around businesses and create immense value or anyone
interested in a captivating story of high stakes money making this book
is a must read

Smart Cities 2022-08-01

practical guide for deriving insight and commercial gain from data
monetising data offers a practical guide for anyone working with
commercial data but lacking deep knowledge of statistics or data mining
the authors noted experts in the field show how to generate extra benefit
from data already collected and how to use it to solve business problems
in accessible terms the book details ways to extract data to enhance
business practices and offers information on important topics such as
data handling and management statistical methods graphics and business
issues the text presents a wide range of illustrative case studies and
examples to demonstrate how to adapt the ideas towards monetisation no
matter the size or type of organisation the authors explain on a general
level how data is cleaned and matched between data sets and how we learn
from data analytics to address vital business issues the book clearly
shows how to analyse and organise data to identify people and follow and
interact with them through the customer lifecycle monetising data is an
important resource focuses on different business scenarios and
opportunities to turn data into value gives an overview on how to store
manage and maintain data presents mechanisms for using knowledge from
data analytics to improve the business and increase profits includes
practical suggestions for identifying business issues from the data
written for everyone engaged in improving the performance of a company
including managers and students monetising data is an essential guide for
understanding and using data to enrich business practice

Quantitative Corporate Finance 2020-09-03

there s no place like home for brewing beer in this book you learn the
secrets of the master brewers and how you can brew you own beer yourself
beginners and more experienced homebrewers alike will benefit from the
expert tips and fresh ideas in this easy to follow step by step guide
with this book you learn how to choose among barley hops and malts master
the chemistry of homebrewing take the appropriate cleaning and sanitizing
steps adapt the best recipes to their personal tastes enter and win beer
competitions featuring 100 delicious recipes this guide is all you need
to ferment endless brewing possibilities cheers

WWE Encyclopedia of Sports Entertainment New
Edition 2023-02-22

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
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entertainment issues and trends

Money Games 2018-02-01

in this revised second edition baggio and klobas build upon the work of
their previous volume offering a presentation of quantitative research
methods for tourism researchers this accessible and rigorous guide goes
beyond the approaches usually covered in introductory textbooks on
quantitative methods to consider useful techniques for statistical
inquiry into tourism matters of all but the most econometrically complex
kind the first part of the book concerns common issues in statistical
analysis of data and the most widely used techniques while the second
part describes and discusses several newer and less common approaches to
data analysis that are valuable for tourism researchers and analysts
updates to the second edition include a new chapter on big data
consideration of data screening and cleaning the use of similarity and
diversity indexes for comparing samples observations about the partial
least squares pls approach to path modelling a new section on multi group
structural equation modelling a new section on common method variance and
its treatment revised and updated section on software fully updated
references and examples

Monetising Data 2009-04-18

personality is now understood to be a function of both biological and
environmental influences this revised and updated edition of
psychobiology of personality describes what is currently known about the
biological basis of the primary personality traits including genetic
neurological biochemical physiological and behavioral influences emphasis
is placed on understanding the connections between phenomena at these
levels the research discussed makes use of animal models based on
experimental brain research as well as human clinical and normal
personality research chapters are devoted to temperament and personality
trait structure psychobiological methods and each of four major
personality traits extraversion impulsive sensation seeking and
aggression recent advances in psychobiological methods such as molecular
genetics and brain imaging have enabled us to begin to unravel the
genetic and neurological sources of behavior and personality these
advances are discussed in this new edition making it essential reading
for advanced students of psychology and psychiatry

The Everything Homebrewing Book 1997-07-12

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 2017-07-06

includes part 1a books part 1b pamphlets serials and contributions to
periodicals and part 2 periodicals part 2 periodicals incorporates part 2
volume 41 1946 new series

Quantitative Methods in Tourism 2005-04-11

Psychobiology of Personality 1893
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The Art Collector 1969-08-16

Billboard 1921

The New Success : Marden's Magazine 1947

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1981

Parliamentary Debates
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